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This kindle book is an introduction to cinematography for the novice filmmaker. It is not a highly
technical or advanced textbook, but rather an easy “nuts and bolts” read, designed to be a
springboard into the world of film and video lighting. Cinematography is perhaps the most
mysterious of the filmmaking crafts because of the technology and equipment required to do the
job. Aspiring filmmakers either love it or fear it with a passion! Once you understand the basic
principles, however, it becomes a powerful tool in screen storytelling. Here is an overview of the
art and craft of cinematography and how it fits into the overall scheme of making a movie.
Includes a look at current technology and trends. The "ten essential lessons" are a compilation
of several articles and lessons from the Film School Online website. Length: approximately 50
pages.

"It's hard not to get taken in and amped up by the book's relentlessly can-do spirit, even though
a lot of the advice is really basic. But still, here's a book brimming with practical advice, not just
for beginners but for anyone who finds themselves suddenly having to expand their skill set in
order to make a living in the world of video production."--StudioDaily"'Film school in a book' is a
phrase often tossed around that doesn't usually live up to its promise. Many how-to books are
simply confusing because they either over-explain a topic or simply talk over the heads of the
intended audience. The Shut Up and Shoot Freelance Video Guide successfully educates in a
manner that is easy to follow and comes equipped with several helpful photographs and
diagrams to illustrate the point. Anthony Artis manages to cover a lot of ground at a brisk pace
that informs without coming across as condescending..Anthony Artis has created a perfect
companion piece to his highly regarded previous effort The Shut Up and Shoot Documentary
Guide with this new volume that limits the overlap of information to instances only when
necessary. As if he didn't provide enough guidelines within the pages of this book and you need
additional help or suggestions, the author includes a link to his website that will benefit serious
videophiles and casual hobbyists alike. Check it out."--HorrorTalk.com"Unlike many of the books
out there in the same genre, we usually find bits and pieces of information shared over a variety
of different books and not at all like 'The Shut Up and Shoot Freelance Video Guide'. This
book contains a very well-balanced blueprint that can lead the beginner to success, as well as,
refreshing the minds of the advanced filmmaker. His tell all, guerilla style, filmmaking cookbook
is sure to inspire many filmmakers with a fun, fresh and insightful approach on the art of
filmmaking."--LA Splash Magazine"For filmmakers of all experience levels, this guide to
freelance video production provides information on technical and creative aspects of shooting
video for a variety of small scale projects. Beginning with three general chapters on imaging,
audio, and lighting, the work explores specific scenarios such as marketing and promotion



videos, music videos, weddings, and live events, providing readers with detailed explanations of
technical considerations as well as key aspects of storytelling appropriate for particular
situations. Color photographs and illustrations, special notes, and tips are included throughout,
and access to additional online resources, including checklists and cheat sheets, is provided."--
Reference and Research Book News"This is not my first time learning from Artis. I have another
one of his books on my shelf that helped guide me on a project I shot last year. It's the Shut Up
And Shoot Documentary Guide. That book only focuses on what you need to know in order to
shoot documentary films. There is a lot of crossover information between the books but not
enough to make it not an essential addition to your book collection. These books together will
give you everything you need to tackle any job that may come your way. In short... as a filmmaker
you need these books. Go buy them now."--DigitalHippos.com"This ultra-friendly visual field
guide for freelance filmmakers picks up where Artis's first book, 'The Shut Up and Shoot
Documentary Guide' leaves off and gives you more detailed practical production strategies and
solutions not found anywhere else. I love the book's indexing and non-glare pages that make it a
snap to read or scan for an important Do or Don't when putting a video together. Artis latest book
covers topics such as: Marketing Videos, Music Videos, Wedding Videos, Music Performance
Videos, Live Event Videos, Corporate Videos...and more!"--Shopower Reviews"Shut Up and
Shoot by Anthony Q. Artis is probably the best book we have ever read when it comes down to
real world nuts and bolts about how to plan, shoot and produce a video. Whether for broadcast,
for web video or for corporate use, this is the book you have to read. This sample chapter is all
about shooting live music acts - always a challenge if you want to capture high quality audio and
video in not very video friendly environments."--Netvideo-Articles Blogspot"'The Shut Up and
Shoot Freelance Video Guide' is an easy-read crash course in the real world ins and outs and
hundred little details of creating video works for hire."--Exclusive Magazine"It's a very nice text
covering the basics to the more complex aspects of film; explaining things in a nice manner than
can be easily ingested, some textbooks you only touch in a pinch or when you really need to
search for an answer where as Shut Up and Shoot is written in such a way that you can browse it
or read it like you would a fiction, its comfortable and incisive I say go out and get it!"--
TheFocusProject"When I took a look at the book, I was first impressed by the nice matte
softcover, the quality of paper, and the useful diagrams and images. The content was easy to
understand and it has already given me ideas how to shoot my own videos and get better at it. At
the same time, Anthony makes it look fun."--Jennie Yuen Art Blogspot.com"Hundreds of little
details of creating video works that may capture a director or producer's eye while working in the
Big' Easy.I love the book's indexing and non-glare pages that make it snap to read or scan for an
important Do or Don't when putting a video together."--The St. Bernard Voice, 1.6.12About the
AuthorAnthony Q. Artis (prn. /ant-nee art-iss/) originally hails from Baltimore, Maryland, and has
made his home in New York City for most of the last 15 years. There he has honed his skills as a
straight up digital guerrilla. He has worked professionally in positions as diverse as producer,
gaffer, cinematographer, and narrative projects and survived more low-budget shoots than he



cares to admit. His feature films and TV shows have screened at the Tribeca Film Festival, the
IFP Market, Slamdance, Cinequest, as well as on MTV, The Independent Film Channel and The
special-FX make up, sound mixer, and location manager just to name a few.Anthony is a
graduate of New York University's Tisch School of the Arts. Since graduating, he has crewed
and produced a variety of television, documentary Education Channel.Most notably, he
produced the feature film, Shelter which won first prize for Emerging Narratives at the 2003 IFP
Market along with many other awards on the festival circuit. Anthony can be seen in full guerrilla
action as Associate Producer, Gaffer, and 2nd Unit DP in the feature documentary, Paper
Chasers, which chronicles the hip-hop music industry and the down and dirty making of a low-
budget guerrilla doc.Through the years Anthony has organized numerous student film festivals
and trained hundreds of aspiring guerrilla filmmakers for major institutions, including New York
University, New York City's famed LaGuardia High School for the Performing Arts, and Baltimore
County Public Schools.Anthony is presently the manager of the Film and TV Production Center
at N.Y.U.'s Tisch School of the Arts where he coordinates the technical training and production
equipment for all film and TV students. He most recently launched the Down and Dirty DV
Podcast on iTunes and is currently producing an instructional series of guerrilla filmmaking
books, DVD's, and boot camps. He remains an active guerrilla filmmaker, educator and
"artrepreneur .
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CINEMATOGRAPHY 101:Ten Essential Lessons for the Noob Cinematographer101
SeriesVolume 3ByFilm School Online!Copyright © Film School Online!PrefaceAs NYU Film
School's production supervisor for the past twenty years, I have observed common questions
and misconceptions that film students have when they enter the program. This is true for many
noob filmmakers outside the halls of NYU, as well; hence, this eBook.The "ten essential
lessons," as I call them, focus on several key areas in cinematography that are a source of
interest and potential concern for the newbie. Along with demystifying these issues, I hope to
provide you with insight into the job and tools of the professional cinematographer.The material
is a compilation of several lessons and articles from the Film School Online website. I hope that
you find the information well worth the small investment.If you are a fundamentals level
instructor, this eBook may be helpful in providing your students with an overview of the art and
craft of cinematography.For tips, advice, and online courses in filmmaking, please visit . Thanks
for checking out the material and best of luck in your creative endeavors.-Louis La VolpeTable of
Contents1. The Cinematographer2. Attributes of the Visual Image3. The Cinematographer's
Team4. Understanding HD Video5. HD Video vs. 35mm Film6. Soft Lighting Techniques7.
Video Camera Basics8. Understanding RAW Files9. DSLR Cinematography10. Technical
Infringement1The CinematographerCinematography is how the visual elements of the movie are
framed, lighted, and recorded on film or video. The cinematographer is the person charged with
this responsibility.It is perhaps the most mysterious of the filmmaking crafts because of the
technology and equipment involved. Film students either love it or hate it. Tech types love it,
while non-tech types fear it with a passion!Even if you are in the latter group, once you
understand the basics of cinematography, it becomes no more mysterious than, say, directing or
screenwriting. Not only is it a powerful tool for screen storytelling, but fascinating, as well,
because of the ongoing breakthroughs in digital technology.Job of the CinematographerMost
people associate cinematography with camerawork. While this is true, camerawork is only a
small part of the cinematographer's job and, generally, he does not do it himself! The actual
shooting is performed by a camera operator.In fact, the cinematographer rarely touches the
camera except to check the operator's framing. With that said, let's take a look at the real job of
the cinematographer, also know as the director of photography or "DP."The cinematographer is
hired to translate the director's visual interpretation of the script to the screen. He does this using
a variety of creative and technical skills, as discussed below.He also plays a vital leadership role
on the set by working closely with other department heads in maintaining quality and continuity.
These department heads include the set designer, sound mixer, and special effects
supervisor.Lighting the ImageThe foremost creative job of the cinematographer is lighting the
image. Again, most newbies are surprised by this because they see the cinematographer's job in
terms of operating the camera. Camerawork is generally straightforward, but lighting the image
is a challenge. It sets the mood of the scene and supports the emotional tone of the actors.This



job is complicated by the fact that there are usually different ways to get a job done. Some
approaches are more expensive than others, depending on the cinematographer's creative
goals.Unfortunately, budgets and schedules are the bane of filmmaking, so the cinematographer
must find an approach that strikes the right balance between creativity and
economy.EquipmentThe actual lighting of the set involves two components: equipment and
setup.Lighting equipment remained pretty much the same until the late 1990s. Tungsten lights
were standard with the occasional use of high intensity HMI units for simulating daylight or
lighting expansive areas.Color gels were used to adjust the light's hue for either creative
purposes or color correction. The latter was particularly helpful at locations with fluorescent light
fixtures, which generated an objectionable green tinge.As digital filmmaking became prevalent,
lighting fixtures became smaller and "softer," spearheaded by an innovated company called
Chimera. In a strange twist of fate, fluorescent and LED lighting became indispensable tools,
rather than scourges.The most popular of these units are Kino Flo (fluorescent lights) and
Litepanels (LED lights). In a later lesson, we will take a closer look at these contemporary forms
of soft lighting.SetupSetting up the lights involves placing the units around the set and adjusting
their intensity (brightness) based on the mood and emotion of the scene. To use a simplistic
example, a suspenseful scene may require a lower intensity with lots of shadows, while a
daytime party may require the opposite. Of course, this depends on how the director visualizes
it.While this sounds technically straightforward, it requires a great deal of artistry on the
cinematographer's part since there are countless ways to manipulate light and shadow. Because
of this, the cinematographer's job is often characterized as "painting with light." We will examine
the techniques used to accomplish this in the next lesson.In addition to supporting the mood of
the scenes, the cinematographer must maintain some level of realism in terms of the location
and the source of light that would normally be found at such a location. Unless, of course, the
style of the film is surreal.Most lighting setups are variations on a setup known as three point
lighting. While much can be written on this technique alone, it essentially boils down to the use
of three lights: one light acts as the main source, one light is used to control the amount of
shadows, and one light is used to separate the subject from the background.The size of a
lighting setup can vary greatly, depending on whether you are lighting for close detail or broad
movement by the actors. The latter, obviously, covers much larger areas.Capturing the
ImageAfter lighting the image, the cinematographer must then capture it on film or video. Prior to
the digital revolution in the late 1990s, theatrical movies were shot exclusively on 35mm film.
This was very costly.The alternative was 16mm film, which was primarily a teaching format.
Unfortunately, 16mm was not taken seriously by the industry and such films rarely found
distribution. Two of the lucky ones were Spike Lee's (1986) and Robert Rodriguez's (1992). A
16mm film had to win a key festival award or attract a major Hollywood player for this to
happen.CINEMATOGRAPHY 101:Ten Essential Lessons for the Noob Cinematographer101
SeriesVolume 3ByFilm School Online!CINEMATOGRAPHY 101:Ten Essential Lessons for the
Noob Cinematographer101 SeriesVolume 3ByFilm School Online!Copyright © Film School



Online!Copyright © Film School Online!PrefaceAs NYU Film School's production supervisor for
the past twenty years, I have observed common questions and misconceptions that film
students have when they enter the program. This is true for many noob filmmakers outside the
halls of NYU, as well; hence, this eBook.The "ten essential lessons," as I call them, focus on
several key areas in cinematography that are a source of interest and potential concern for the
newbie. Along with demystifying these issues, I hope to provide you with insight into the job and
tools of the professional cinematographer.The material is a compilation of several lessons and
articles from the Film School Online website. I hope that you find the information well worth the
small investment.If you are a fundamentals level instructor, this eBook may be helpful in
providing your students with an overview of the art and craft of cinematography.For tips, advice,
and online courses in filmmaking, please visit . Thanks for checking out the material and best of
luck in your creative endeavors.-Louis La VolpePrefaceAs NYU Film School's production
supervisor for the past twenty years, I have observed common questions and misconceptions
that film students have when they enter the program. This is true for many noob filmmakers
outside the halls of NYU, as well; hence, this eBook.The "ten essential lessons," as I call them,
focus on several key areas in cinematography that are a source of interest and potential concern
for the newbie. Along with demystifying these issues, I hope to provide you with insight into the
job and tools of the professional cinematographer.The material is a compilation of several
lessons and articles from the Film School Online website. I hope that you find the information
well worth the small investment.If you are a fundamentals level instructor, this eBook may be
helpful in providing your students with an overview of the art and craft of cinematography.For
tips, advice, and online courses in filmmaking, please visit . Thanks for checking out the material
and best of luck in your creative endeavors.-Louis La VolpeTable of Contents1. The
Cinematographer2. Attributes of the Visual Image3. The Cinematographer's Team4.
Understanding HD Video5. HD Video vs. 35mm Film6. Soft Lighting Techniques7. Video
Camera Basics8. Understanding RAW Files9. DSLR Cinematography10. Technical
InfringementTable of Contents1. The Cinematographer2. Attributes of the Visual Image3. The
Cinematographer's Team4. Understanding HD Video5. HD Video vs. 35mm Film6. Soft
Lighting Techniques7. Video Camera Basics8. Understanding RAW Files9. DSLR
Cinematography10. Technical Infringement1The CinematographerCinematography is how the
visual elements of the movie are framed, lighted, and recorded on film or video. The
cinematographer is the person charged with this responsibility.It is perhaps the most mysterious
of the filmmaking crafts because of the technology and equipment involved. Film students either
love it or hate it. Tech types love it, while non-tech types fear it with a passion!Even if you are in
the latter group, once you understand the basics of cinematography, it becomes no more
mysterious than, say, directing or screenwriting. Not only is it a powerful tool for screen
storytelling, but fascinating, as well, because of the ongoing breakthroughs in digital
technology.Job of the CinematographerMost people associate cinematography with
camerawork. While this is true, camerawork is only a small part of the cinematographer's job



and, generally, he does not do it himself! The actual shooting is performed by a camera
operator.In fact, the cinematographer rarely touches the camera except to check the operator's
framing. With that said, let's take a look at the real job of the cinematographer, also know as the
director of photography or "DP."The cinematographer is hired to translate the director's visual
interpretation of the script to the screen. He does this using a variety of creative and technical
skills, as discussed below.He also plays a vital leadership role on the set by working closely with
other department heads in maintaining quality and continuity. These department heads include
the set designer, sound mixer, and special effects supervisor.Lighting the ImageThe foremost
creative job of the cinematographer is lighting the image. Again, most newbies are surprised by
this because they see the cinematographer's job in terms of operating the camera. Camerawork
is generally straightforward, but lighting the image is a challenge. It sets the mood of the scene
and supports the emotional tone of the actors.This job is complicated by the fact that there are
usually different ways to get a job done. Some approaches are more expensive than others,
depending on the cinematographer's creative goals.Unfortunately, budgets and schedules are
the bane of filmmaking, so the cinematographer must find an approach that strikes the right
balance between creativity and economy.EquipmentThe actual lighting of the set involves two
components: equipment and setup.Lighting equipment remained pretty much the same until the
late 1990s. Tungsten lights were standard with the occasional use of high intensity HMI units for
simulating daylight or lighting expansive areas.Color gels were used to adjust the light's hue for
either creative purposes or color correction. The latter was particularly helpful at locations with
fluorescent light fixtures, which generated an objectionable green tinge.As digital filmmaking
became prevalent, lighting fixtures became smaller and "softer," spearheaded by an innovated
company called Chimera. In a strange twist of fate, fluorescent and LED lighting became
indispensable tools, rather than scourges.The most popular of these units are Kino Flo
(fluorescent lights) and Litepanels (LED lights). In a later lesson, we will take a closer look at
these contemporary forms of soft lighting.SetupSetting up the lights involves placing the units
around the set and adjusting their intensity (brightness) based on the mood and emotion of the
scene. To use a simplistic example, a suspenseful scene may require a lower intensity with lots
of shadows, while a daytime party may require the opposite. Of course, this depends on how the
director visualizes it.While this sounds technically straightforward, it requires a great deal of
artistry on the cinematographer's part since there are countless ways to manipulate light and
shadow. Because of this, the cinematographer's job is often characterized as "painting with
light." We will examine the techniques used to accomplish this in the next lesson.In addition to
supporting the mood of the scenes, the cinematographer must maintain some level of realism in
terms of the location and the source of light that would normally be found at such a location.
Unless, of course, the style of the film is surreal.Most lighting setups are variations on a setup
known as three point lighting. While much can be written on this technique alone, it essentially
boils down to the use of three lights: one light acts as the main source, one light is used to
control the amount of shadows, and one light is used to separate the subject from the



background.The size of a lighting setup can vary greatly, depending on whether you are lighting
for close detail or broad movement by the actors. The latter, obviously, covers much larger
areas.Capturing the ImageAfter lighting the image, the cinematographer must then capture it on
film or video. Prior to the digital revolution in the late 1990s, theatrical movies were shot
exclusively on 35mm film. This was very costly.The alternative was 16mm film, which was
primarily a teaching format. Unfortunately, 16mm was not taken seriously by the industry and
such films rarely found distribution. Two of the lucky ones were Spike Lee's (1986) and Robert
Rodriguez's (1992). A 16mm film had to win a key festival award or attract a major Hollywood
player for this to happen.1The CinematographerCinematography is how the visual elements of
the movie are framed, lighted, and recorded on film or video. The cinematographer is the person
charged with this responsibility.It is perhaps the most mysterious of the filmmaking crafts
because of the technology and equipment involved. Film students either love it or hate it. Tech
types love it, while non-tech types fear it with a passion!Even if you are in the latter group, once
you understand the basics of cinematography, it becomes no more mysterious than, say,
directing or screenwriting. Not only is it a powerful tool for screen storytelling, but fascinating, as
well, because of the ongoing breakthroughs in digital technology.Job of the
CinematographerMost people associate cinematography with camerawork. While this is true,
camerawork is only a small part of the cinematographer's job and, generally, he does not do it
himself! The actual shooting is performed by a camera operator.In fact, the cinematographer
rarely touches the camera except to check the operator's framing. With that said, let's take a look
at the real job of the cinematographer, also know as the director of photography or "DP."The
cinematographer is hired to translate the director's visual interpretation of the script to the
screen. He does this using a variety of creative and technical skills, as discussed below.He also
plays a vital leadership role on the set by working closely with other department heads in
maintaining quality and continuity. These department heads include the set designer, sound
mixer, and special effects supervisor.Lighting the ImageThe foremost creative job of the
cinematographer is lighting the image. Again, most newbies are surprised by this because they
see the cinematographer's job in terms of operating the camera. Camerawork is generally
straightforward, but lighting the image is a challenge. It sets the mood of the scene and supports
the emotional tone of the actors.This job is complicated by the fact that there are usually
different ways to get a job done. Some approaches are more expensive than others, depending
on the cinematographer's creative goals.Unfortunately, budgets and schedules are the bane of
filmmaking, so the cinematographer must find an approach that strikes the right balance
between creativity and economy.EquipmentThe actual lighting of the set involves two
components: equipment and setup.Lighting equipment remained pretty much the same until the
late 1990s. Tungsten lights were standard with the occasional use of high intensity HMI units for
simulating daylight or lighting expansive areas.Color gels were used to adjust the light's hue for
either creative purposes or color correction. The latter was particularly helpful at locations with
fluorescent light fixtures, which generated an objectionable green tinge.As digital filmmaking



became prevalent, lighting fixtures became smaller and "softer," spearheaded by an innovated
company called Chimera. In a strange twist of fate, fluorescent and LED lighting became
indispensable tools, rather than scourges.The most popular of these units are Kino Flo
(fluorescent lights) and Litepanels (LED lights). In a later lesson, we will take a closer look at
these contemporary forms of soft lighting.SetupSetting up the lights involves placing the units
around the set and adjusting their intensity (brightness) based on the mood and emotion of the
scene. To use a simplistic example, a suspenseful scene may require a lower intensity with lots
of shadows, while a daytime party may require the opposite. Of course, this depends on how the
director visualizes it.While this sounds technically straightforward, it requires a great deal of
artistry on the cinematographer's part since there are countless ways to manipulate light and
shadow. Because of this, the cinematographer's job is often characterized as "painting with
light." We will examine the techniques used to accomplish this in the next lesson.In addition to
supporting the mood of the scenes, the cinematographer must maintain some level of realism in
terms of the location and the source of light that would normally be found at such a location.
Unless, of course, the style of the film is surreal.Most lighting setups are variations on a setup
known as three point lighting. While much can be written on this technique alone, it essentially
boils down to the use of three lights: one light acts as the main source, one light is used to
control the amount of shadows, and one light is used to separate the subject from the
background.The size of a lighting setup can vary greatly, depending on whether you are lighting
for close detail or broad movement by the actors. The latter, obviously, covers much larger
areas.Capturing the ImageAfter lighting the image, the cinematographer must then capture it on
film or video. Prior to the digital revolution in the late 1990s, theatrical movies were shot
exclusively on 35mm film. This was very costly.The alternative was 16mm film, which was
primarily a teaching format. Unfortunately, 16mm was not taken seriously by the industry and
such films rarely found distribution. Two of the lucky ones were Spike Lee's (1986) and Robert
Rodriguez's (1992). A 16mm film had to win a key festival award or attract a major Hollywood
player for this to happen.
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BMovieFan, “Pretty much the same review as the Series Book 2 .... Pretty much the same review
as the Series Book 2 book: Covers key concepts in an easy to follow manner. Decently written
and put together. Nice to have in the toolkit of "how tos." I bought one, then other. Well worth
the purchase.”

J C Martinez, “So far is good. I chose this product because is not expensive and so far is very
good. I think they hit the kind of public they were looking for.”

Steven L. Schuneman, “An Excellent Read. This is a fine look at cinematography.It gives the
basics, but leaves you wanting more.It's a good place to start.”

Jeffrey Trigueros, “Awesome, excellent for beginners as me.. Awesome, excellent for beginners
as me. I learned and relearned some stuff reaffirming it.”

Mr. Js Downs, “Four Stars. useful pointers”

Paul, “great for newbies. This is a really great book for beginners. Although it is starting to get a
little out dated, which is an issue with any book like this, it still has some great concepts and
ideas that will never go out of date”

MeMyself&I, “ottimo per principianti. da un'infarinatura abbastanza completa al neofita o
all'appassionato che vuole prendere consapevolezza degli aspetti principali del mondo video.
Lettura consigliata!”

Bill Goldman, “Great book. Perfect explanation and comparison of the format. Very easy reading.
I wish more books like this is published. I will recomend it to all peaple who own the video
camerasThanks”

Ronnie, “Good Book. Goodbook , all the basics.”

The book by Manuel Becvar has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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